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activity	 of	 AUXIN	 RESPONSE	 FACTORS	 (ARFs)	 transcription	 factors.	 ARFs	 are	 also	 post-
transcriptionally	 regulated	 by	 TRANS-ACTING	 SIRNA3	 (TAS3)-derived	 trans-acting	 small-
interfering	 RNAs	 (tasiARFs).	 The	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 is	 highly	 conserved	 in	 land	 plants,	
regulating	 functions	 ranging	 from	 developmental	 timing	 to	 lateral	 roots	 formation.	 This	
pathway	 is	 also	present	 in	primary	 root	 tip	 and	 in	embryo,	where	 its	 function(s)	 remains	
elusive.	A	modifier	genetic	screen	using	a	transcriptional	reporter	for	MIR390A,	a	tasiARFs	
pathway	 element,	 identified	 a	 mutant	 with	 no	 expression	 in	 the	 primary	 root	 tip.	 The	
mutation	was	mapped	to	AT1G75860,	a	gene	of	unknown	function.	Here,	we	tried	to	assign	
a	 function	 for	 this	 pathway	 in	 embryo	 and	 primary	 root,	 we	 further	 characterized	 the	
AT1G75860	mutant,	and	we	also	tested	a	possible	interaction	with	the	miR156/SQUAMOSA	
PROMOTER	 BINDING	 PROTEIN-LIKE	 (SPL)	 pathway	 in	 the	 control	 of	 lateral	 root	
development.		
AT1G75860-mutant	 and	 -T-DNA	 lines	were	 characterized	 regarding	MIR390A	 presence	 in	
the	 primary	 root	 tip.	We	 performed	 an	 allelism	 test	 between	 the	mutant	 and	 the	 T-DNA	
lines;	we	tried	to	complement	the	mutant	and,	after	more	rounds	of	backcross,	we	tested	if	
there	 was	 still	 linkage	 between	 mutation	 and	 phenotype.	 The	 results	 could	 not	 link	 the	
mutation	 with	 the	 phenotype,	 and	 indicated	 that	 the	 MIR390A	 transcriptional	 reporter	
might	not	faithfully	reflect	MIR390A	expression	pattern.		
We	tested	for	functions	of	the	tasiARFs	pathway	in	the	primary	root.	We	used	mutants,	gain-
of-functions,	 or	 overexpressors	 of	 this	 pathway	 and	 looked	 for	 a	 primary	 root	 growth	 or	
meristem	size	phenotype	in	normal	and	abiotic-stress	conditions.	However,	no	primary	root	
phenotype	could	be	identified.	
To	 check	 if	 there	 is	 an	 interaction	 between	 the	 tasiARFs	 and	 miR156/SPLs	 pathways	 in	





of	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 are	 expressed	 and	 actively	 repress	 the	 expression	 of	 ARF3.	









ARFs	 werden	 außerdem	 posttranskriptionell	 von	 den	 trans-agierenden	 kleinen	
interferierenden	 RNAs	 (tasiARFs)	 reguliert,	 die	 von	 TRANS-ACTING	 SIRNA3	 (TAS3)	
abstammen.	Der	 tasiARF-Weg	 ist	 in	 Landpflanzen	hochkonserviert	 und	 reguliert	 Prozesse	
von	Entwicklungstiming	 bis	 Seitenwurzelbildung.	Der	 tasiARF-Weg	 ist	 ebenso	 im	Embryo	
und	in	der	Wurzelspitze	aktiv,	wo	die	Funktionen	jedoch	nur	schwer	definierbar	sind.	Durch	
einen	 genetischen	 Screen	 für	 Modifikatoren	 mit	 einem	 transkriptionellen	 Reporter	 für	
MIR390A,	 einem	 Bestandteil	 des	 tasiARF-Wegs,	 wurde	 eine	 Mutante	 identifiziert,	 der	 die	
Expression	 in	der	Wurzelspitze	 fehlte.	Die	Mutation	wurde	 in	AT1G75860,	 einem	Gen	mit	
unbekannter	Funktion,	ermittelt.	Die	AT1G75860-Mutante	wurde	weiter	charakterisiert	um	
eine	 Funktion	 im	 tasiARF-Weg	 in	 Embryo	 oder	 Wurzelspitze	 zuzuordnen.	 Im	 Rahmen	
dessen	 wurde	 auch	 eine	 potentielle	 Interaktion	 mit	 dem	 miR156/Squamosa	 Promoter	
Binding	Protein-Like	(SPL)-Weg	in	der	Kontrolle	der	Seitenwurzelbildung	untersucht.	
Die	Existenz	von	MIR390A	 in	der	Wurzelspitze	wurde	 sowohl	 in	der	AT1G75860-Mutante	
als	auch	in	T-DNA-Insertionslinien	untersucht.	Ebenso	wurde	ein	Allelismus	Test	zwischen	
der	Mutante	und	den	Insertionslinien	durchgeführt	und	eine	Komplementation	der	Mutante	
versucht.	 Nach	 mehreren	 Rückkreuzungen	 wurde	 außerdem	 getestet	 ob	 noch	 ein	
Zusammenhang	 von	 Mutation	 und	 Phänotyp	 nachweisbar	 ist.	 Die	 Ergebnisse	 dieser	
Experimente	 konnten	 keinen	 Zusammenhang	 von	 Mutation	 und	 Phänotyp	 mehr	
nachweisen,	 sondern	weisen	 darauf	 hin,	 dass	 der	 transkriptionelle	 Reporter	 für	MIR390A	
das	MIR390A-Expressionsmuster	nicht	unverfälscht	widergibt.	





die	 Reaktionen	 des	 einen	 Wegs	 auf	 Störungen	 des	 anderen	 Wegs	 getestet.	 Durch	
Unstimmigkeiten	 zwischen	 Experimenten	 und	 Methoden	 zur	 miR156-Detektion	 konnten	
nur	die	miR390-Antworten	analysiert	werden.	Es	konnten	jedoch	keine	schlüssigen	Beweise	
für	Interaktionen	der	beiden	Wege	gefunden	werden.	










TAS3-derived	 trans-acting	 small-interfering	 RNAs	 (tasiRNAs)	 pathway,	 a	 type	 of	 post-
transcriptional	 gene	 silencing	 (PTGS).	 This	 pathway	 controls	 several	 auxin	 responsive	
factors	(ARFs)	by	the	production	of	small	interfering	RNAs	that	are	called	tasiARFs.	
In	 this	 introduction,	 embryo	 and	 root	 development	 will	 be	 shortly	 described;	 then	 the	
different	mechanisms	of	PTGS	 in	plants,	with	a	special	emphasis	on	 the	 tasiARFs	pathway	
and	 its	 role	 during	 embryo	 and	 root	 development	 regulation	will	 be	 reviewed.	 Given	 the	
central	 role	 played	 by	 auxin	 during	 plant	 development	 and	 as	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	
modulate	 some	 of	 its	 essential	 components,	 I	will	 first	 provide	 key	 elements	 about	 auxin	
signaling.	
1 Auxin	signaling	
Auxin	 is	 one	of	 the	mayor	phytohormones.	Although	many	auxinic	 compounds	have	been	
identified,	indole-3-acetic	acid	(IAA)	is	the	major	naturally	occurring	auxin	in	plants.	Auxin	
has	 been	 shown	 to	 be	 involved	 in	 several	 developmental	 and	 adaptative	 processes,	 like	
embryogenesis,	 tropism,	 organogenesis,	 root	 and	 shot	development	 and	homeostasis,	 and	
plant-pathogen	interactions	(Salehin	et	al.,	2015).	
Auxin	effect	is	mediated	through	the	nuclear	receptor	transport	inhibitor	response	1/auxin-
related	 F-box	 proteins	 (TIR1/AFB)	 family	 (Li,	 Xie,	 et	 al.,	 2016).	 F-box	 proteins	 act	 as	
substrate	 recognition	 elements	 for	 the	 Skp1-Cullin1-F-box	 protein	 (SCF),	 a	 multimeric	
complex	 of	 ubiquitin	 ligases.	 By	 binding	 to	 auxin,	 TIR1/AFP	 targets	 AUXIN/INDOLE-3-
ACETIC	ACID	(AUX/IAA)	repressors	for	ubiquitination	and	thus	degradation,	releasing	their	
repression	 of	 auxin	 response	 factors	 (ARFs).	 AUX/IAAs	 repression	 is	mediated	by	 the	 co-
repressor	protein	TOPLESS	(TPL)	(Salehin	et	al.,	2015).	ARFs	are	transcription	factors	that	
bind	 to	 auxin	 responsive	 elements	 (AREs)	 controlling	 gene	 expression.	 AREs	 have	 a	






a	 middle	 region	 containing	 an	 activation	 or	 a	 repression	 domain,	 and	 a	 C-terminal	
dimerization	domain,	which	mediates	dimerization	with	ARFs	or	AUX/IAAs	 (Li,	 Xie,	et	al.,	







Auxin	 levels	 are	 controlled	 by	 local	 biosynthesis	 and	 degradation	 and	 by	 polar	 auxin	
transport.	 In	 the	 root,	 auxin	 polar	 transport	 follows	 a	 reverse	 fountain	 pattern,	 moving	
rootward	 in	 the	stele	 till	 the	root	 tip,	where	 first	moves	 toward	 the	outer	 layers	and	 then	
shootward.	 Auxin	 PIN-FORMED	 (PIN)	 efflux	 carriers	 with	 polarized	 tissue-specific	







response	 in	 a	 non-transcriptional	 way	 by	 forming	 a	 complex	 with	 plasma	 membrane-





Ovule	 and	 pollen	 formation,	 fertilization,	 embryo	 development,	 and	 seed	 maturation,	 all	








ring, 2	 carpels	 are	 fused	 to	 form	 the	 gynoecium,	 the	 female	 reproductive	 structure	 of	
flowering	plants	(Irish,	2010).	
Internal	 tissues	 near	 the	 margins	 of	 the	 fused	 carpels	 have	 meristematic	 activity	 and	
generate	placenta,	septum,	transmitting	tract,	style,	and	stigma	(Hawkins	et	al.,	2014).	
External	 tissues	 generate	 replum,	 where	 valve,	 encapsulating	 the	 seeds,	 are	 fused	 by	 a	
specific	 tissue	 called	 valve	 margins,	 responsible	 for	 fruit	 opening	 and	 seed	 dispersal
(Roeder	et	al.,	2006).	
The	 mature	 gynoecium	 has	 at	 the	 top	 the	 stigma,	 required	 for	 pollen	 adhesion	 and	
germination;	 just	 below	 it,	 the	 style	 is	 found,	 which	 comprise	 the	 apical	 portion	 of	 the	






tissues	 (see	 color	 code	 on	 the	 right).	 Scale	 bars,	 100	 μm.	 Adapted	 from	 (Deb	 et	 al.,	 2017).	 Under	
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/	B)	 Arabidopsis	 floral	 organ	 arrangement.	 Adapted	
from	(Cardarelli	et	al.,	2014).	Under	©	https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/	
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chalaza	 originates	 2	 integuments,	 which	 by	 anticlinal	 divisions	 enclose	 the	 female	
gametophyte	 (apart	 from	 the	 micropyle	 through	 which	 the	 pollen	 tube	 penetrates	
(Sandaklie-Nikolova	et	al.,	2007))	and	differentiate	into	the	seed	coat	(Enugutti	et	al.,	2012);	
the	 nucellus	 hosts	 the	 megaspore	 mother	 cell	 (which	 by	 meiosis	 forms	 the	 female	
gametophyte),	 and	 degenerates	 after	 fertilization	 regulating	 the	 formation	 of	 the	 chalazal	
endosperm	(W.	Xu	et	al.,	2016).	
The	 second	 stage	 of	 ovule	 development	 is	 the	 megasporogenesis:	 the	 nucellar	 diploid	
archespore	 directly	 originates	 the	 megaspore	 mother	 cell,	 which	 undergoes	 meiosis;	
Arabidopsis	megasporogenesis	belongs	to	the	monosporic	type,	where	cell	plates	form	with	
every	 division,	 generating	 4	 haploid	 mononucleate	 megaspores,	 3	 of	 which	 degenerates,	
leaving	only	the	one	closest	to	the	chalaza	(Yadegari	et	al.,	2004).	
The	last	stage	is	the	megagametogenesis:	the	remaining	functional	megaspore	undergoes	3	
round	 of	 mitosis,	 with	 phragmoplasts	 and	 cell	 plates	 forming	 only	 in	 the	 last	 round	 and	
surrounding	the	8	nuclei,	4	at	each	pole;	during	this	cellularization	event,	2	nuclei	migrate	
from	each	polar	pool	to	the	center	where	they	will	fuse.	The	mature	female	gametophyte	is	
therefore	 composed	 of	 7	 cells:	 a	 binucleate	 central	 cell,	 3	 antipodal	 cells	 distal	 to	 the	












Adhesion	of	 pollen	 grains	 to	 the	 stigma	 triggers	 its	 hydration	 and	 germination,	 forming	 a	
pollen	tube	that	grows	through	stigma	and	transmitting	tract,	forming	periodic	callose	plugs
(Qin	 et	 al.,	 2012),	 and	 emerges	 toward	 funiculus	 and	 micropyle	 (funicular	 guidance	 and	
micropylar	guidance)	(Guan	et	al.,	2014).	
After	 entering	 through	 the	 micropyle,	 the	 pollen	 tube	 bursts	 the	 receptive	 synergid	 and	
releases	the	2	sperm	cells,	which	fuse	with	the	egg	cell	and	the	central	cell.	Synergids	play	
an	important	role	in	micropylar	guidance,	releasing	pollen	tube	attractant,	so	the	remaining	







to	 the	 embryo	 and	 ends	 at	 the	 chalaza,	 then	 periclinal	 divisions	 produce	 more	 layers.	






Figure	 4.	 Arabidopsis	 endosperm	 development.	 Adapted	 from	 (Burkart-Waco	 et	 al.,	 2015).	 Under	 ©	
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/	
2.1.3.3 Embryo	development	
Arabidopsis	 embryo	 develops	 according	 to	 a	 simple	 and	 predictable	 cell	 division	 pattern.	
The	fertilized	egg	cell	first	elongates,	creating	the	apical-basal	axis,	and	then	asymmetrically	
divides:	 a	 smaller	 apical	 cell	 generates	 most	 of	 the	 embryo,	 while	 the	 longer	 basal	 cell	
generates	 the	 suspensor	 from	 7	 to	 9	 transverse	 cell	 divisions.	 The	 uppermost	 cell	 of	 the	




layer,	 precursors	 of	 ground	 and	 vascular	 tissues,	 and	 of	 the	 epidermis,	 respectively;	 this	
stage	is	called	dermatogen.	The	outer	layer	will	mostly	divide	anticlinally	during	the	rest	of	




















Tissue	 organization	 of	 primary	 and	 lateral	 roots	 is	 similar.	 Tissues	 are	 arranged	 in	 a	
concentric	 structure,	 formed,	 from	 outward	 to	 inward,	 by	 epidermis,	 cortex,	 endodermis,	
pericycle,	and	vasculature.	These	layers	result	from	the	activity	of	stem	cells	(or	initials)	at	
the	 root	 tip	 (root	 apical	 meristem):	 epidermal/lateral	 root	 cap	 initials,	 columella	 initials,	
ground	 tissue	and	cortex/endodermal	 initials,	and	vascular	 tissue/pericycle	 initials;	 radial	
symmetry	 and	 lack	 of	 movement	 means	 that	 cells	 originated	 from	 the	 same	 initials	 are	
disposed	in	vertical	files	(Scheres	et	al.,	2002).	Along	the	longitudinal	axis,	three	zones	can	











Auxin	 is	a	key	player	 in	 the	organization	of	primary	 root:	 an	auxin	minimum	controls	 the	
position	of	the	transition	zone,	a	boundary	between	meristematic	zone	and	elongation	zone	
(Verbelen	 et	 al.,	 2006),	 thereby	 defining	 meristem	 size	 (Di	 Mambro	 et	 al.,	 2017).	 On	 the	
other	hand,	an	auxin	maximum	establishes	the	quiescent	center	(QC),	a	small	group	of	very	
slow	dividing	cells	that	maintain	stem	cells,	and	creates	an	IAA	gradient	that	promotes	cell	
division	at	 intermediate	 levels	and	differentiation	at	 lower	 levels	(Overvoorde	et	al.,	2010;	
Tian	 et	 al.,	 2013).	 In	 auxin-dependent	 stem	 cell	 niche	 maintenance	 in	 the	 root	 apical	





found	 in	 pericycle	 cells	 adjacent	 to	 the	 xylem	 poles	 (xylem	 pole	 pericycle	 cells).	 The	
specification	of	founder	cells	to	provide	the	competence	to	form	a	lateral	root	(priming)	is	
thought	to	start	in	the	meristematic	zone	in	concomitance	with	an	oscillatory	genes	network	
(including	 auxin-induced	 genes),	 while	 mature	 founder	 cells	 display	 a	 local	 maximum	 of	
auxin	 response,	 defining	 lateral	 root	 pre-branch	 sites	 (I.	 De	 Smet,	 2012;	 Du	 et	 al.,	 2017).	



















basal	 meristem	 controlling	 GATA23	 expression	 (De	 Rybel	 et	 al.,	 2010);	 IAA14-ARF7	 and	
ARF19	control	lateral	root	founder	cells	polarization	through	activation	of	LATERAL	ORGAN	
BOUNDARIES-DOMAIN	 16/ASYMMETRIC	 LEAVES2-LIKE	 18	 (LBD16/ASL18)	 and	 the	 other	
related	LBD/ASL	genes	(Goh	et	al.,	2012);	IAA14-ARF7	and	ARF19,	and	IAA12-ARF5	control	
lateral	root	 initiation,	possibly	through	the	control	of	 the	cell	cycle	(Vanneste	et	al.,	2005),
and	patterning,	 through	 the	action	of	 the	 receptor-like	kinase	ARABIDOPSIS	CRINKLY4	 (I.	
De	 Smet	 et	 al.,	 2008);	 IAA14-ARF7	 and	 ARF19	 (in	 the	 cortex	 and	 in	 the	 epidermis),	 and	
IAA3-ARF7	(in	the	endodermis)	control	 lateral	root	emergence,	regulating	auxin-mediated
cell	wall	remodeling	(Swarup	et	al.,	2008).	
Figure	 8.	 Auxin-signaling	 modules	 controlling	 LR	 development.	 Adapted	 from	 (Lavenus	 et	 al.,	 2013),	
Copyright	©	2013,	with	permission	from	Elsevier.	
Among	the	ARFs	playing	a	role	in	lateral	root	development,	ARF2,	ARF3,	and	ARF4	activity	
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pathway:	 tasiARFs	 inhibition	of	ARF2,	ARF3	and	ARF4	 releases	 their	 repression	of	 lateral	
root	 growth	 (Marin	et	al.,	 2010).	 This	 part	will	 be	 further	 developed	 in	 paragraph	3.3.2.1	
below.	
3 Post	transcriptional	gene	silencing	in	plants	
Although	 translation	 inhibition	 by	 a	 small	 molecular	 weight	 RNA	 was	 first	 observed	 in	
barley	(Gunnery	et	al.,	1987),	PTGS	pioneer	work	has	been	in	petunia	and	initially	called	co-
suppression.	It	was	in	fact	first	described	when,	trying	to	increase	anthocyanin	production	
in	 petunia	 by	 overexpression	 of	 the	 limiting	 biosynthetic	 enzyme,	 it	 was	 observed	 that	
mRNA	 levels	 of	 both	 transgene	 and	 endogenous	 gene	 were	 co-suppressed	 (Napoli	 et	 al.,	
1990).	 PTGS	 is	mediated	mainly	 by	 two	 classes	 of	 small	 RNAs:	microRNAs	 (miRNAs)	 and	
small	interfering	RNAs	(siRNAs).	They	are	both	DICER-LIKE	ribonucleases	(DCL)-mediated	
cleavage	 products	 of	 double-strand	 RNA	 (dsRNA),	 originated	 either	 from	 hairpin-forming	
transcripts	 or	 by	 RNA-DEPENDENT	 RNA	 POLYMERASEs	 (RDRs)	 with	 the	 help	 of	
SUPPRESSOR	 OF	 GENE	 SILENCING	 3	 (SGS3)	 RNA-binding	 protein.	 The	 resulting	 21-24	






Plant	 miRNAs	 biogenesis	 can	 be	 divided	 in	 3	main	 stages:	 pri-miRNAs,	 pre-miRNAs,	 and	
mature	miRNAs.	pri-miRNAs	are	transcribed	by	RNA	POLYMERASE	II	from	MIR	genes,	and	
have	 a	 5’	 7-methylguanosine	 cap	 and	 a	 3’	 polyadenosine	 tail;	 thanks	 to	 complementary	
sequences	in	the	primary	transcript,	they	form	a	stem-loop	containing	the	sequence	of	the	





DCL2,	DCL3,	and	DCL4	are	responsible	 for	siRNAs	biogenesis	 from	 long	dsRNAs.	While	all	
three	DCLs	 can	process	 any	 long	dsRNAs,	 they	have	different	 affinity,	 and	are	 involved	 in	






siRNAs	 (tasiRNAs),	 phased	 siRNAs	 (phasiRNAs),	 and	 epigenetically	 activated	 siRNAs	
(easiRNAs)	(Borges	et	al.,	2015).	
3.2.1 Trans	acting	small	interfering	RNAs	(tasiRNAs)	
Trans-acting	 small	 interfering	 RNAs	 (tasiRNAs)	 are	 generated	 from	 the	 TAS	 gene	 family,	
comprising	at	least	5	gene	families	(TAS1	to	4,	TAS6)	in	Arabidopsis.	TAS	genes	transcripts	
are	 recognized	 and	 cleaved	 by	 specific	 miRNAs;	 the	 product	 is	 then	 processed	 by	 RNA-
DEPENDENT	RNA	POLYMERASE6	(RDR6)	and	the	resulting	double	strand	is	cut	by	DICER-
LIKE4	 (DCL4).	The	 generated	21-nucleotide	 tasiRNAs	 are	 loaded	 into	ARGONAUTE	 (AGO)	
family	proteins	and	regulate	their	RNA	targets	through	the	RNA-induced	silencing	complex	
(RISC)	 (Fei	et	al.,	2013).	The	TAS3	 family	consists	of	3	 loci:	TAS3a,	TAS3b,	 and	TAS3c.	The	
functionality	of	TAS3b	and	c	remains	to	be	determined(Howell	et	al.,	2007).	TAS3	processing	
is	unique	because	the	miRNA	responsible	for	 its	biogenesis	(miR390)	specifically	 interacts	
with	 one	 AGO	 member,	 AGO7,	 and	 because	 it’s	 the	 only	 well-described	 TAS	 locus	 in	
Arabidopsis	with	2	miRNA	 recognition	 sites	 (Fei	et	al.,	 2013).	Only	 the	proximal	 3’	 site	 is	
cleaved,	while	a	mismatch	 in	 the	5’	 site	prevent	cleavage	but	 is	nonetheless	necessary	 for	
tasiARFs	biogenesis	 (Montgomery	et	al.,	 2008).	 Interestingly,	 in	 other	plant	 species	 the	5’	
site	can	be	cleaved	(in	Pinus	taeda	and	Physcomitrella	patens)	or	can	behave	in	both	ways	in	
different	TAS3	 paralogs	 in	 spruce	 (Picea	abies)	 (de	Felippes	et	al.,	 2017).	AGO7	 specificity	
for	 miR390	 has	 been	 shown	 to	 be	 controlled	 through	 multiple	 checkpoints	 during	 RISC	
formation:	 the	 presence	 in	 miR390	 of	 a	 5’	 adenosine,	 the	 3	 nucleotide	 central	 region	
containing	 a	 conserved	 G-A	 mismatch	 (conserved	 in	 monocots	 and	 eudicots)	 between	
passenger	and	guide	strand	at	position	11,	and	the	cleavage	of	the	passenger	strand,	all	are	
required	 to	 specifically	 assemble	 RISC	 with	 miR390	 (Endo	 et	 al.,	 2013).	 Regarding	 the	




on	membrane-bound	 polysomes,	 presumably	 at	 the	 rough	 endoplasmic	 reticulum	 (Axtell,	
2017).	
In	Arabidopsis,	tasiRNAs	target	ARF2,	ARF3,	and	ARF4,	which	control	several	developmental	
processes.	 tasiRNAs-mediated	 downregulation	 of	 ARF3	 and	 ARF4	 plays	 a	 role	 in	
morphogenesis	 and	 patterning	 of	 leaves	 and	 floral	 organs,	 and	 in	 juvenile-to-adult	 phase	
transition	(Fahlgren	et	al.,	2006b;	Garcia	et	al.,	2006).	Furthermore,	as	described	above,	the	






2010)	 and	Medicago	 truncatula	 (Zhou	 et	 al.,	 2013),	 where	 it	 affects	 also	 lateral	 root	 and	
nodule	 development	 (Hobecker	 et	 al.,	 2017).	 The	 tasiARFs	 pathway	might	 have	 a	 role	 in	
somatic	embryo	development	in	Dimocarpus	longan	(Lin	et	al.,	2015).	
The	tasiARFs	pathway	is	highly	conserved	in	land	plants,	and	it	is	present	in	the	oldest	land	
plants	 (liverworts);	 interestingly,	 in	 bryophyte,	 tasiRNAs	 target	 also	APETALA2	(Xia	et	al.,	
2017).	Using	the	moss	Physcomitrella	patens	as	model	for	a	computational	approach,	it	has	
been	 suggested	 that	 the	 conservation	 of	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 and	 its	 involvement	 in	 so	





ARF10/ARF16	 module,	 while	 root	 elongation	 by	 the	 miR160-ARF17	 module.	 Root	 cap	
formation	 and	 root	 elongation	 are	 also	 regulated	 by	 the	 miR396-GROWTH-REGULATING	
FACTORS	 (GRFs)/PLETHORA	 (PLT)	 module.	 SCARECROW	 (SCR)/SHORTROOT	 (SHR)-
mediated	 miR165/miR166	 gradient,	 highest	 in	 the	 endodermis	 and	 lowest	 in	 the	 stele,	
regulates	PHABULOSA	(PHB),	determining	xylem	differentiation	(Stauffer	et	al.,	2014);	 the	
SCR/SHR-miR165/miR166-PHB	module	is	also	implicated	in	root	elongation	and	control	of	
meristem	 size.	 Regarding	 xylem	 differentiation,	 miR857-LACCASE7	 module	 has	 been	






In	 Arabidopsis	 there	 are	 2	MIR390	 loci,	MIR390A	 and	MIR390B,	MIR390A	 being	 the	main	
locus	 responsible	 for	 miR390	 production	 in	 roots,	 where	 its	 abundance	 is	 regulated	 by	
auxin	(Marin	et	al.,	2010).	It	has	been	shown	that	miR390,	tasiARFs,	and	ARF2	to	4	define	a	
regulatory	 network	 controlling	 lateral	 root	 development.	miR390	 is	 initially	 expressed	 in	
the	 mesenchymal	 cells	 of	 the	 stele,	 and	 extends	 into	 the	 pericycle	 during	 the	 first	
asymmetrical	 division.	 Its	 expression	 is	 then	 restricted	 at	 the	 base	 and	 flanks	 of	 the	
developing	primordium	by	ARF4.	Because	TAS3a	and	MIR390A	are	only	coexpressed	in	the	











It	 has	 been	 recently	 described	 that	 miR156/SQUAMOSA	 PROMOTER	 BINDING	 PROTEIN-
LIKE	 (SPL)	 modules	 play	 a	 role	 in	 root	 system	 architecture	 (Yu	 et	 al.,	 2015).	 miR156-
mediated	 inhibition	 of	 SPLs	 transcription	 factors	 is	 involved	 in	 several	 developmental	
processes,	 such	 as	 juvenile-to-adult	 and	 vegetative-to-reproductive	 phase	 transitions
(Shalom	et	al.,	2015).	Regarding	lateral	root	development,	miR156	overexpression	increases	
lateral	root	number,	while	overexpression	of	a	target	mimic	as	well	as	of	cleavage-resistant	




ARF16,	 and	 ARF17,	 affecting	 root	 branching;	 miR164	 targets	 NAC1 transcription	 factor	
family	 (NAM,	 ATAF,	 CUC:	 NO	 APICAL	 MERISTEM,	 ARABIDOPSIS	 TRANSCRIPTION	
ACTIVATION	 FACTOR,	 CUP-SHAPED	 COTYLEDON),	 regulating	 lateral	 root	 initiation	
downstream	 of	 TIR1;	 miR393	 targets	 TIR1,	 AFB2,	 and	 AFB3,	 and	 it	 modulates	 nitrate-
induced	 root	 architecture	 changes;	 miR167	 targets	 IAA-Ala	RESISTANT	3	 (IAR3)	 to	 adapt	



















ARF2, ARF3, and 
ARF4 degradation 
releases inhibition of 












ovule	 primordia	 (Su	 et	 al.,	 2017).	 Furthermore,	 miR390	 has	 been	 reported	 by	 in	 situ	




been	 assigned:	 miR164	 targets	 CUP-SHAPED	 COTYLEDON1	 (CUC1)	 and	 CUC2	 to	 control	
cotyledon	separation	and	shoot	apical	meristem	(SAM)	formation.	The	SAM	is	also	regulated	
by	miR394	repression	of	LEAF	CURLING	RESPONSIVENESS,	and	by	miR165/166	repression	








The	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 is	 highly	 conserved	 in	 higher	 plants	 and	 its	 involved	 in	 many	
biological	processes,	modulating	the	response	of	the	major	phytohormone	auxin.	However,	














The	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 controls	 lateral	 root	 development,	 but	 it	 is	 not	 the	 only	 miRNA	




















(EMS)	mutagenesis	 screening	was	 previously	 performed	 in	 our	 lab	 (Dastidar,	 2015).	 The	
screen	relies	on	Col-0	plants	expressing	a	reporter	for	MIR390A	expression	(MIR390A:GUS-
GFP).	 This	 reporter	 consists	 of	 a	 2.5Kb	 long	 fragment	 of	 the	 MIR390A	 promoter	
(AT2G38325)	promoter	driving	the	expression	of	two	reporters,	E.	Coli	beta-glucuronidase	




EMS	mutagenized	 and	 the	 progeny	was	 screened	 for	 alterations	 in	 the	 expression	 of	 the	
reporters.	At	the	M3	generation	22	candidates	were	confirmed:	7	with	no	expression	in	the	
primary	 root	 tip,	 8	 with	 reduced	 expression,	 and	 7	 with	 enhanced	 expression.	 All	 the	













weak	 signals	were	detected	both	at	 the	primary	 root	 and	 (B’)	 at	 the	 lateral	 root	primordia	 in	P5-40	mutants.	
Scale	bar	50μm. From	(Dastidar,	2015).
The	 F2	 population,	 derived	 from	 a	 backcross	 of	 the	 candidate	 P5-40,	 showed	 that	 lack	 of	
reporter	 expression	 and	 smaller	 primary	 root	 are	 independent	 traits.	 Next	 generation	
genome	re-sequencing	 followed	by	SNP	analysis	of	 three	populations	 (parental,	backcross	
F2	with	 and	without	 reporter	 expression)	 identified	 a	 SNP	 (T->C)	 in	 the	 coding	 region	 of	
AT1G75860,	a	gene	of	unknown	function,	causing	a	missense	mutation	(Gly/Glu)	and	linked	




a	 297	 amino	 acids	 (AA)	 protein	 of	 about	 33	 kDa.	 This	 predicted	 protein,	 according	 to	
automatic	 assertions	 inferred	 from	 database	 entries,	 is	 a	 DNA	 ligase	 with	 a	 28	 AA	 long	
coiled	 coil	 (positions	 36	 to	 63),	 nuclearly	 localized.	 GRG	 has	 homologs	 in	 Arabidopsis	
(AT1G20100)	and	angiosperms.	
In	this	section,	a	 link	between	a	missense	mutation	 in	GRG	and	MIR390A	misexpression	 in	
the	primary	root	tip	is	investigated.	
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Col-0	 P5-40	 P14-6	 P2-23	 P5-19	
Col-0	 3	 2	 1	 1	
P5-40	 3	 0	 0	 0	
P14-6	 1	 0	 1	 n/a	
P2-23	 0	 0	 0	 0	











By	crossing	each	 candidate	with	Col-0	and	with	all	 the	others,	 in	both	parental	directions	
(male/female),	it	was	observed	that	P5-40	was	the	only	recessive	mutant,	restoring	the	GUS	
signal	 in	 the	 primary	 root	 tip	 (as	 in	 the	 unmutagenized	 reporter	 line	MIR390A:GUS-GFP)
when	 crossed	 with	 Col-0. A	 genetic	 relationship	 with	 the	 other	 candidates	 could	 not	 be	
established,	because	they	were	all	dominants.	
1.2.2 Expression	of	GRG	and	flanking	genes	does	not	change	in	EMS	mutants	
GRG	 (AT1G75860)	 function	 is	 unknown,	 and	 there	 is	 no	 experimental	 data	 regarding	 the	
predicted	 protein	 it	 might	 code.	 GRG	 is	 flanked	 by	 2	 other	 genes:	 VPS35B	 at	 the	 5’	
(AT1G75850)	and	AT1G75870	at	the	3’	(Figure	1-3),	the	last	been	also	uncharacterized.	
Figure	1-3.	GRG	genomic	region.	
Because	 1)	 there	 is	 still	 uncertainty	 regarding	GRG	 and	 AT1G75870	 annotations,	 2)	 GRG
overlaps	VPS35B	promoter,	and	3)	only	P5-40	mutation	has	been	mapped,	to	check	how	the
expression	 of	 those	 3	 genes	 is	 affected	 in	 P5-40	 and	 in	 the	 other	 3	 EMS	 lines,	 a	 semi-
quantitative	PCR	was	performed	(Figure	1-4).	
	
Figure	1-4.	 Semi-qPCR	 for	GRG,	VPS35B,	 and	AT1G75870.	








































No	 difference	 in	 expression	 levels	 could	 be	 observed	 compared	 to	 the	 unmutagenized	
reporter	 line	 AM539,	 furthermore,	 the	 3	 gene	 expression	 levels	were	 consistent	with	 the	
AtGenExpress	expression	atlas	(VPS35B	and	GRG	are	expressed	in	roots	while	AT1G75870	is	
not). Based	 on	 these	 evidences,	 the	 missense	 mutation	 in	 P5-40	 and	 the	 unmapped	
mutations	 in	 the	 other	 3	 EMS	 mutants,	 do	 not	 affect	 the	 expression	 of	 GRG	 and	 its	
neighboring	genes.		
1.2.3 VPS35B	bears	no	mutations	in	EMS	mutants	






Figure	 1-5.	 Primer	 setup	 to	 sequence	 VPS35B.	 Fragment	 I	 was	 amplified	 using	 P-1218	 and	 P-1320;	 the	
following	primers	were	used	for	sequencing	fragment	I:	P-1218,	P-1320,	and	P-1380.	Fragment	II	was	amplified	
using	P-1228	and	P-1232;	the	following	primers	were	used	for	sequencing	fragment	II:	P-1228,	P-1381,	and	P-
1232.	 Fragment	 III	was	 amplified	 using	 P-1321	 and	 P-1219;	 the	 following	 primers	were	 used	 for	 sequencing	
fragment	III:	P-1321,		P-1219,	P-1382,	and	P-1383.
For	 every	 mutant	 and	 for	 AM539,	 the	 resulting	 contigs	 were	 first	 assembled	 into	 a	















pattern	 was	 analyzed	 by	 using	 fluorescent	 reporters.	 By	 GreenGate	 based	 cloning	
(Lampropoulos	 et	 al.,	 2013),	 the	 available	 C-module	 containing	 GRG	 CDS	 plus	 introns
(generated	by	Mouli	G.	Dastidar)	was	combined	to	obtain	the	final	construct	UBQ10:HA-GRG-
GFP.	GRG	 subcellular	 localization	was	 tested	by	 transient	 tobacco	 infiltration	and	 confocal	
microscopy	(Figure	1-7).	
Figure	 1-7.	 GRG	 subcellular	 localization	 by	 tobacco	 transient	 infiltration.	 In	 merged,	 GFP,	 RFP,	 and	
brightfield	channels	were	merged.	Scale	bar:	20	μm.	
GRG	 is	nuclearly	 localized	as	 it	 co-localizes	with	 the	co-infiltrated	UBQ10:H2B-RFP	nuclear	
marker.	
GRG	 expression	 pattern	 was	 tested	 transforming	 a	 GRG:H2B-GFP	 cassette	 (created	 by	
GreenGate)	 in	Col-0	and	detecting	 the	GFP	 fluorescence	with	epifluorescence	and	confocal	
























For	 the	allelism	test,	2	T-DNA	 insertion	 lines	 for	GRG	were	 identified	 in	 the	stock	centers:	
the	Salk	T-DNA	Homozygous	Line	SALK_025523C	and	the	GABI-KAT	GK-839D07.	Both	lines	
carry	 the	 insertion	 in	 the	 first	 intron.	 Because	GRG	has	 a	 homologous	 gene	 (AT1G20100,	





76%	homology	 according	 to	WU-BLAST	 2.0),	 also	 of	 unknown	 function	 and	 called	 in	 this	









To	 test	 if	 GRG	 expression	 is	 reduced	 in	 the	 T-DNA	 lines,	 RT-qPCR	 in	 seedling	 roots	 was	
performed.	Because	miR390	levels	increase	after	IAA	treatment	(Marin	et	al.,	2010),	and	the	
scope	of	this	section	is	to	test	if	GRG	is	required	for	MIR390A	expression	in	the	primary	root	
tip,	 plants	were	 grown	according	 to	 the	 lateral	 root	 induction	 system	 (Marin	et	al.,	 2010)
and	also	miR390	levels	were	tested;	mir390a-2	T-DNA	line	(Marin	et	al.,	2010)	was	included	



























































The	 results	 of	 the	 qPCR	 show	 that	 both	 T-DNA	 lines	 are	 knockdown	 for	 GRG	 and	 are	































































Figure	 1-12.	 Semi-qPCR	 for	 BOG. ACTIN	 2 was	 used	 as	 reference.	 bog:	 SAIL_97_B11.
Ladder:	Thermo	Scientific™	O'GeneRuler	DNA	Ladder	Mix,	Ready-to-Use	100-10,000	bp.	
Because	BOG	 levels	 in	BOG	 T-DNA	 are	 the	 same	 as	 in	 Col-0,	 the	 line	was	 not	 used	 in	 this	
study.		
1.3.1.4 amiRNAs	against	GRG,	BOG,	and	both	gave	inconsistent	results	
Because	 BOG	 T-DNA	 line	 showed	 no	 GRG	 expression	 difference	 compared	 to	 Wt,	 and	 to	
obtain	 more	 GRG	 knock-down	 alleles,	 artificial	 miRNAs	 against	 GRG,	 BOG,	 and	 both	 (3	
independent	miRNA	for	each)	were	cloned	and	tested	in	tobacco	by	transient	co-infiltration	
with	UBQ10:GRG-GFP,	UBQ10:BOG-GFP,	 or	both	 (UBQ10:H2B-RFP	was	also	 co-infiltrated	as	
reference).	 Fluorescence	 was	measured	 after	 protein	 extraction	 of	 the	 infiltrated	 disk	 by	
plate	 reader.	 No	 suitable	 amiRNA	 cassette	 was	 identified	 because	 the	 fluorescence	
measurements	were	inconsistent.	
1.3.1.5 In	GRG Salk T-DNA	line, miR390	is	not	expressed	in	primary	root	tip	but	in	GK	is
To	 test	 if	 defects	 in	 P5-40	 and	 in	GRG	 lead	 to	 the	 same	molecular	 phenotype	 (absence	 of	
miR390	 in	 the	 primary	 root	 tip),	 miR390	 levels	 were	 tested	 in	 GRG	 T-DNA	 lines	 by	 ISH	
(Figure	1-13).	








While	 negative	 controls	 (mir390a-2	 and	 P5-40)	 showed	 absence	 of	 signal,	 as	well	 as	GRG




expression	 of	 its	 flanking	 genes	 (AT1G75870	 and	 VPS35B),	 a	 semi-qPCR	 was	 performed	
(Figure	1-14).	
	







The	mutation	 or	 the	 T-DNA	 insertion	 in	GRG	 has	 no	 effect	 on	 the	 expression	 of	 flanking	
genes.	In	the	Salk	T-DNA	line,	the	expected	reduction	of	GRG	levels	was	observed.		
1.3.2 P5-40	is	a	GRG	allele	
To	 check	 if	 P5-40	 is	GRG	 allele,	 P5-40	was	 crossed	 in	 both	 direction	 (male/female)	 with	
either	Col-0	or	GRG	T-DNA	lines.	GUS	staining	on	the	F1	in	the	primary	root	tip	was	used	as	
readout	(Figure	1-15).	
Figure	 1-15.	 P5-40	 allelism	 test	 by	 GUS	 staining	 in	 F1.	 PR:	 primary	 root;	 LR:	 lateral	 root.	 Salk:	
SALK_025523C;	GK:	GK-839D07.	
The	 allelism	 test	 indicates	 that	 P5-40	 is	 a	 GRG	 allele:	 when	 P5-40	 was	 crossed	 with		
Col-0,	the	GUS	signal	in	the	primary	root	tip	was	restored	as	expected	for	a	recessive	mutant	
(Figure	 1-2),	 while	 when	 crossed	 with	 T-DNA	 lines	 no	 GUS	 signal	 was	 observed.	 GUS	


















If	P5-40	 is	a	GRG	 loss	of	 function	allele,	 introducing	 the	MIR390A	 reporter	 (MIR390A:GUS-
GFP)	 in	 GRG	 loss	 of	 function	 alleles	 (Salk	 and	 GK	 T-DNA	 lines)	 should	 yield	 the	 same	
molecular	phenotype	(absence	of	GUS	signal	in	the	primary	root	tip).	
A	 new	 MIR390A	 reporter	 (MIR390A:GFP-GUS-NLS)	 was	 created	 because	 the	 original	
reporter	 used	 for	 the	 EMS	 screening	 (MIR390A:GUS-GFP)	 has	 the	 same	 resistance	






Figure	1-16.	Observed	GUS	signal	 for	MI390A	 reporter	 in	T1	roots.	LR:	lateral	root,	PR:	primary	
root,	No	GUS:	GUS	signal	was	absent.	Col-0:	MIR390A:GUS-GFP	in	Col-0	background,	GK:	MIR390A:GUS-
GFP	in	GK-839D07	background,	Salk:	MIR390A:GFP-GUS-NLS	in	SALK_025523C.	












































































1.3.5.2 Genotyping	 of	 P5-40	 BC3	 F3	 shows	 no	 link	 between	 GRG mutation	 and	 molecular	
phenotype	
To	genotype	P5-40	BC3	F3,	a	501	bp	fragment	containing	P5-40	SNP	(T->C)	was	first	PCR-
amplified	 and	 then	 digested	 with	 Eco130I	 (CC^WWGG),	 which	 uniquely	 recognizes	 the	




Figure	 1-18.	 Genotyping	 of	 P5-40	 BC3	 F3.	 CTRL:	 controls.	 1->10:	 individual	 P5-40	 BC3	 F3	 seedlings.	 Het.	
Heterozygous.	Ladder:	Thermo	Scientific™	O'GeneRuler	DNA	Ladder	Mix,	Ready-to-Use	100-10,000	bp.
The	10	seedlings	were	a	mix	of	homozygous	Wt	or	P5-40	SNPs,	as	well	as	heterozygous.	
Therefore	 there	 is	 no	 correlation	 between	 the	 presence	 of	 the	 mutation	 in	 GRG	 and	 the	
phenotype	of	P5-40,		 and	the	mutation	in	P5-40	cannot	be	associated	with	the	phenotype.	















DNA	 insertions	 to	 a	 lack	of	MIR390A	 expression	 (detected	by	GUS)	or	 to	 a	 lack	of	mature	













Complementation	 of	 the	 P5-40	 phenotype	 by	
expressing	GRG	(genomic	region	or	CDS).	
NO	
Linkage	 of	 P5-40	 phenotype	 to	 the	 mapped	




Drawing	 any	 solid	 conclusion	 regarding	 the	 experiments	 performed	 with	 the	 non-
backcrossed	P5-40	EMS	mutant	is	difficult,	because	of	the	possible	presence	of	other	EMS-
generated	mutations.	 It	 has	 been	 calculated	 that	 there	 are	 at	 least	 700	mutations	 in	 each	
EMS-mutagenized	plant	 (Jander	et	al.,	2003),	 so	 three	 to	six	 round	of	backcross	should	be	
performed	 to	 reasonably	 “clean”	 the	 genome.	 This	 problem	 can	 be	 especially	 appreciated	
when,	after	3	round	of	backcross,	P5-40	still	showed	the	molecular	phenotype,	but	lost	the	
original	mutation	in	GRG	(Figure	1-18).	
A	 second	 problem	 arises	 from	 the	 MIR390A:GUS-GFP	 reporter.	 When	 the	 reporter	 was	
transformed	 in	Col-0	as	 control	 in	 the	experiment	performed	 to	 introduce	 the	 reporter	 in	
GRG	T-DNA	lines,	MIR390A	expression	pattern	was,	in	the	majority	of	T1	lines,	the	same	as	
in	 P5-40	 (Figure	 1-16).	 Furthermore,	 these	 two	 problems	 combined	 when	 trying	 to	
complement	P5-40	(Table	1-1)	or	in	the	P5-40	allelism	test	(Figure	1-15);	and,	while	a	lack	
of	 complementation	 is	 not	 particularly	 surprising,	 the	 allelism	 test	 results	 were	 not	 in	
agreement	 with	 the	 results	 from	 GRG	 T-DNA	 lines	 ISH	 at	 miR390	 (Figure	 1-13):	 in	 the	
allelism	test,	both	GRG	T-DNA	lines	(Salk	and	GK)	seemed	to	be	allelic	to	P5-40,	but	by	ISH	
only	the	Salk	line	showed	absence	of	mature	miR390	in	the	primary	root	tip.	
In	 light	 of	 these	 two	 problems,	 and	 because	 for	 the	 backcross	 only	 the	 P5-40	molecular	





not	 especially	 unexpected	 that	 P5-40,	 after	 3	 rounds	 of	 backcross,	 showed	 the	molecular	
phenotype	but	not	the	miss-sense	mutation.	
Also,	 the	 presence	 in	 Arabidopsis	 of	 a	 GRG	 homologous,	 BOG,	 for	 which	 no	 knockout	 or	
knockdown	line	could	be	identified,	complicates	further	the	picture.	





seedlings	were	 recovered	 few	days	 in	 non-antibiotic	media),	 a	 issue	which	would	 involve	
not	 only	 the	 insertion	 of	 the	 reporter	 in	 GRG	 T-DNA	 lines,	 but	 also	 their	 (and	 P5-40)	
complementation.	
Also,	 it	would	be	 important	 to	obtain	 loss-of-function	 lines	 for	BOG	 to	 eventually	 create	 a	
grg	bog	double	mutant.	Testing	artificial	miRNAs	lines	against	GRG,	BOG,	and	both	targets	in	
the	 final	organism	(Arabidopsis)	 through	stable	transformation	might	help	to	obtain	more	
loss-of-function	 alleles	 and	 to	 reduce	 the	 variability	 encountered	 in	 tobacco.	 The	 use	 of	
CRISPR-Cas9	 targeted	genome	editing	might	also	help	 to	produce	more	alleles.	 Increasing	
the	available	number	of	alleles	is	important	to	get	a	better	idea	about	GRG	function,	and	to	
tackle	discrepancies	like	the	fact	that	miR390	is	present	in	the	primary	root	tip	in	GK	T-DNA	
line	 but	 absent	 in	 Salk	 T-DNA	 line	 (Figure	 1-13).	 Once	 more	 loss-of-function	 alleles	 are	
created	 or	 identified,	 apart	 from	 GUS	 staining,	 allelism	 test,	 and	 ISH,	 a	 successful	
complementation	 would	 definitely	 help	 to	 prove	 a	 role	 of	 GRG	 in	 controlling	 MIR390A	
expression.	qPCRs	and	Northern	Blots	for	miR390	in	the	root	tip	versus	the	rest	of	the	root	
would	strengthen	the	results.	
Regarding	 P5-40,	 it	 would	 still	 be	 interesting	 to	 find	 out	 if	 there	 are	 mutation(s)	 (and	






















The	 first	 step	 has	 been	 to	 check	 primary	 root	 length	 growth	 curve	 (Figure	 2-1)	 and	
meristem	length	(Figure	2-2)	in	loss	of	function	mutants	and	some	overexpressing	or	gain	of	
function	alleles	(mir390a-1,	mir390a-2,	tas3a-1,	TAS3Aox,	arf2-6,	ett-2,	ett-3,	arf3-2,	mARF3-
GUS,	 ARF3-GUS,	 arf4-2,	 arf4-7)	 of	 the	 different	 components	 of	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway.	 To	







Figure	 2-1.	 Primary	 root	 length	 for	 tasiARFs	 mutants.	 Primary	 root	 length	 for	MIR390A	mutants,	 TAS3A	
mutants	 and	 overexpressor,	 and	 for	 ARF2,	 ARF3,	 and	 ARF4	 mutants;	 first:	 first	 experiment;	 second:	 second	
experiment;	third:	third	experiment;	dag:	days	after	germination.	Error	bar:	standard	error	of	the	mean.	
first second third

















Primary root length growth curve for MIR390A mutants
first second third




















Primary root length growth curve for TAS3A mutants/overexpressors
first second third































Figure	 2-2.	 Root	 apical	meristem	 length	 for	 tasiARFs	mutants.	Root	 apical	meristem	 length	 for	MIR390A	
mutants,	 TAS3A	 mutants	 and	 overexpressor,	 and	 for	 ARF2,	 ARF3,	 and	 ARF4	 mutants;	 first:	 first	 experiment;	
second:	second	experiment.	Meristem	length	was	measured	in	7	days-old	seedlings.	Cell	wall	was	stained	with	PI	
and	observed	under	confocal	microscope.	















































































































































































































































































   
   
 










   











































To	 tackle	 the	 heterogeneity-of-measurements	 problem,	 the	 focus	 was	 reduced	 to	 only	
mir390a-2,	 using	 seeds	 derived	 from	 parents	 grown	 on	 the	 same	 condition	 and,	 for	
measuring	meristem	 size,	 a	modified	 version	 of	 the	 standard	 PI	 staining	 (mPS-PI),	which	
yields	much	clearer	images.	Furthermore,	analysis	was	performed	in	blind.	





































Meristem	 length	 and	 area	 were	 measured	 for	 Col-0,	 mir390a-2,	 and	 a	 MIR390B
overexpressing	 line	(MIR390Box).	Cell	walls	 in	7	days-old	seedlings	were	stained	with	the	
modified	 pseudo-Schiff	 propidium	 iodide	 (mPS-PI)	 technique	 and	 imaged	 with	 confocal	







Figure	 2-6.	Meristem	 length	 and	 area	 by	mPS-PI	 staining.	Meristem	 length	and	area	were	measured	 in	7	
days-old	seedlings.	Cell	wall	was	stained	with	mPS-PI	and	observed	under	confocal	microscope.	
No	difference	was	observed	between	genotypes.
































primary	root	phenotype	could	be	observed	 in	MIR390A	mutants.	Only	 in	 the	aerial	part	of	
rdr6	mutants,	a	difference	was	observed,	that	is	greener	cotyledons	compared	to	the	other	
mutants	or	Col-0	(Figure	2-3).	RDR6,	though,	is	not	specific	to	the	tasiARFs	pathway:	it	has	




of	miR390	and	 the	direct	precursor	 in	 tasiARFs	biogenesis)	have	no	difference	 in	primary	
root	 length.	 It	 must	 be	 noticed	 that	 the	 growth	 conditions	 in	 which	 root	 length	 and	
meristem	size	were	measured	(vertical	½	MS	plates	in	a	plant	growth	chamber),	even	when	
abiotic	stresses	were	applied,	are	very	far	from	Arabidopsis	natural	environment,	not	only	
regarding	 the	environment	stability	 (controlled	and	stable	 temperature,	 relative	humidity,	
light,	 and	 pH),	 but	 also	 a	 two	 dimensional	 root	 architecture	 with	 a	 biphasic	 water	
availability,	 a	 lack	 of	 competition	 for	 resources	 and	 an	 absence	 of	 pathogen	 or	 biotic	
stresses	in	general	(but	also	of	other	beneficial	or	symbiotic	microorganism	associated	with	






the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 is	 highly	 conserved,	 it	 is	 reasonable	 to	 assume	 that	 the	 tasiARFs	
pathway	 might	 play	 a	 yet	 undiscovered	 role	 in	 the	 primary	 root.	 Growing	 plants	 in	
conditions	 that	 can	 cover	 and	 dissect	 all	 the	 above-mentioned	 factors	 could	 help	 to	 shed	
light	upon	this	conundrum.	
Because	precursor	and	mature	miR390	levels	are	controlled	by	auxin	(Figure	3-1)	and	the	



















3 Do	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 and	 miR156/SPLs	 modules	 interact	 during	 lateral	
root	development?	
3.1 Context	of	the	study	
The	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 and	 miR156/SPLs	 modules	 are	 important	 to	 control	 lateral	 root	
development	 (Marin	 et	 al.,	 2010;	 Yu	 et	 al.,	 2015).	 Specifically,	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 is	
involved	 in	 the	 regulation	 of	 LR	 length,	 while	 miR156/SPLs	 modules	 play	 a	 role	 in	
determining	 LR	 density.	 In	 this	 section,	 it	 was	 tested	 if	 these	 two	 pathways	 interact,	
checking	 at	 molecular	 level	 and	 phenotypically	 what	 happens	 to	 one	 pathway	 when	 the	
other	one	is	perturbed.	
3.2 miR156	and	miR390,	mature	and	precursors,	and	their	response	to	auxin	
Mature	 miR156	 derives	 from	 7	 loci,	 therefore	 it	 is	 important	 to	 identify	 which	 loci	
contribute	 the	most	 to	 lateral	 root	 development.	 According	 to	 literature,	MIR156B	 is	 the	
most	 abundant	 in	 roots,	 and	 its	 expression	 increases	 upon	 IAA	 treatment.	 In	 the	 model	
proposed	by	Yu	et	al.,	 in	fact,	auxin	increases	miR156	levels	(Yu	et	al.,	2015).	Interestingly,	
miR156	has	been	previously	reported	to	decrease	after	IAA	treatment	(Marin	et	al.,	2010).	











IAA:	 10	μM.	 Facets	 refer	 to	 the	pre-treatment	 conditions.	PP2AA3	 (AT1G13320)	was	used	 as	 reference.	 Error	
bar:	standard	error	of	the	mean.	



































































qPCR	 and	 NB	 for	 miR390	 gave	 the	 expected	 result:	 miR390	 levels	 decrease	 after	 NPA	
treatment	and	 increase	after	 IAA	treatment,	regardless	of	pre-treatment.	A	similar	pattern	
can	 be	 observed	 by	 qPCR	 for	miR156.	 However,	 miR156	 levels	measured	 by	 NB	 did	 not	
change	significantly	after	treatment.	
Taken	 together,	 these	 results	 show	 that	while	miR390	response	 to	different	 treatments	 is

























































































































In	 the	 first	 experiment	 (Figure	 3-3,	 A),	 a	 reduction	 in	 miR390	 (mir390a-2)	 increases	
miR156.	Also,	while	IAA	induces	miR390,	an	opposite	effect	can	be	observed	for	miR156.	In	
the	second	experiment	(Figure	3-3,	B),	miR156	 increase	 in	mir390a-2	 is	more	modest	and	
only	 NPA	 dependent.	 Interestingly,	 mutations	 in	 SPLs	 (spl10	 and	 spl9	 spl15)	 reverse	 IAA	
inhibition	and	miR156	level	is	lower	on	NPA	compared	to	Col-0.	In	these	mutants,	miR390	


































































































A	 third	 experiment	 was	 performed	 growing	 seedlings	 for	 7	 days	 on	 ½	 MS	 and	 then	
transferred	 to	 DMSO,	 10	 μM	 NPA,	 or	 10	 μM	 IAA.	 In	 this	 experiment,	 miR172	 instead	 of	
SPL10	was	measured.	miR172	 is	 induced	 by	SPL9.	 Col-0,	mir390a-2,	 spl10,	 spl9	 spl15,	and	
MIR156A overexpressor	(35S:5xMIR156A) were	used	as	genotypes	(Figure	3-4).
	
Figure	 3-4.	 qPCR	 for	miR156,	 miR172,	 and	miR390.	 Col-0	DMSO	 is	 set	 as	
reference.	NPA:	24h	10	μM	NPA.	IAA:	24h	10	μM	IAA.	PP2AA3	(AT1G13320)	was	
used	as	reference.	Error	bar:	standard	error	of	the	mean.	
In	this	experiment,	mature	miR156	in	control	conditions	 is,	 in	general,	 less	abundant	than	
with	 pre-treatment,	 and,	 compare	 to	 Col-0,	 decreases	 in	mir390a-2,	 spl9	 spl15,	 and	 spl10.	
When	 seedling	 are	 treated	 with	 NPA	 or	 IAA,	 miR156	 behave	 similarly	 to	 the	 LRIS:	 in	
mir390a-2,	 its	level	is	higher	than	in	Col-0	and	decreases	in	IAA,	while	in	spl9	spl15,	and	in	
spl10 is	lower	than	in	Col-0	and	(at	least	for	spl9	spl15)	increases	in	IAA.	When	MIR156A is	
overexpressed,	 miR156	 is	 always	 more	 abundant	 than	 in	 Col-0,	 strongly	 increasing	 with	
NPA	and	decreasing	to	control	levels	upon	IAA	treatment.	However,	in	Col-0,	miR156	level	is	
similar	 between	 treatments,	 slightly	 increasing	upon	 IAA.	Regarding	mature	miR390,	 it	 is	
interesting	 to	 notice	 that	 in	 MIR156A	 overexpressor	 there	 is	 no	 induction	 upon	 IAA	
treatment,	in	which	case	miR390	levels	are	even	lower	than	in	NPA.	Regarding	miR172,	the	





























































































































































































































































GUS	 reporter	 (MIR390A:GUS-GFP),	 was	 crossed	 with	 miR156/SPLs	 mutants,	 gain-of-
functions,	or	overexpressor.	
When	crossed	with	spl9	spl15,	a	F3	line	derived	from	a	GFP	positive	F2	line	homozygous	for	






When	 crossed	 with	 rSPLs,	 MIR156A	 overexpressor	 (35S:5xMIR156A),	 or	 miR156	 mimic	
overexpressor	 (35S:MIM156,	 miR156	 target	 mimicry)	 (Franco-Zorrilla	 et	 al.,	 2007),	 F1	
plants	 were	 used	 to	 check	 the	 GFP	 reporter	 expression	 by	 confocal	 microscopy	 and	
compared	to	the	parent	(MIR390A:GUS-GFP)	(Figure	3-7).	
MIR390A:GUS-GFP	 MIR390A:GUS-GFP	x	spl9	spl15	F3	

















Taken	 together,	 these	 evidences	do	not	 support	 an	 interaction	between	 the	miR156/SPLs	
pathway	and	the	tasiARFs	pathway.	
3.4 Phenotype	of	rSPLs	
SPLs	have	been	described	 to	play	 a	 role	 in	 lateral	 root	development;	 in	particular,	 rSPL3,	
rSPL9,	and	rSPL10	show	less	 lateral	roots(Yu	et	al.,	2015).	To	gain	a	better	understanding	
about	which	of	them	is	a	mayor	player	and	how	they	control	lateral	root	density,	rSPLs	have	
been	 phenotyped.	 Lateral	 root	 density	 and	 lateral	 root	 primordia	morphology	 have	 been	
chosen	as	parameters	for	their	phenotypical	characterization.	
	 	
MIR390A:GUS-GFP		 r_SPL2	 r_SPL6	 r_SPL9	 35S:MIM156		






Lateral	 root	 density	 was	 measured	 for	 every	 rSPL	 growing	 on	 the	 same	 plate	 Col-0,	 a	
resistant	SPL	and	the	corresponding	sensitive	SPL	(Figure	3-8).	
	
Figure	 3-8.	 Lateral	 root	 density	 for	 r	 and	 s	 SPLs.	 For	 every	 SPL,	 seedlings	 were	 grown	 to	maximize	 the	
difference,	therefore	SPL2	to	SPL10	were	grown	7d	and	SPL11	to	SPL15	were	grown	10d.	rSPLs	have	a	lighter	
color	than	their	corresponding	sSPLs.	***:	p-value	<0.001;	**:	p-value<0.01;		*:	p-value<0.05	
sPSLs	 behaved	 Wild	 type-like.	 rSPL2	 and	 rSPL13	 showed	 less	 emerged	 lateral	 roots	
compared	 to	 the	 respective	 sSPLs,	 and	 were	 therefore	 chosen	 for	 further	 analysis.	 The	
variability	 in	 Col-0	 LRD	 in	 seedlings	 grown	 during	 the	 same	 period	 (SPL2	 to	 SPL10,	 and	
SPL11	 to	 SPL13,	 respectively) suggests a	 plate	 position	 effect,	 and	 validates the	 choice	 to	
include	in	every	plate	a	Col-0,	and	a	pair	of	resistant	and	sensitive	SPLs.	



























































































































To	 check	 if	 the	 lower	 LRD	 found	 in	 rSPL2	 and	 rSPL13	 is	 due	 to	 delays	 in	 lateral	 root	
primordia	 development,	 lateral	 root	 stages	 in	 rSPL2	 and	 rSPL13	 cleared	 seedlings	 were	
measured	 in	 the	 bend	 created	 after	 48h	 gravistimulation,	 which	 allows	 synchronizing	
lateral	root	initiation	(Figure	3-9).		
	
Figure	 3-9.	 Lateral	 root	 stages	 in	 the	 bend	 after	 48h	
gravistimulation.	
rSPL2	 and	 rSPL13	 have	 fewer	 advanced	 stages	 compared	 to	 the	 respective	 sSPLs	 and	 to		
Col-0.	
3.4.3 rSPL2	has	more	 stage	 I	and	 II	 and	 less	emerged	 lateral	 roots;	 rSPL13	has	 less	emerged	
lateral	roots	
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Figure	 3-10.	 Whole-root	 staging.	 Out:	 emerged	 lateral	 root.	 ***:	 p-value	 <0.001;	 **:	 p-value<0.01;	 	 *:	 p-
value<0.05	
Regarding	SPL2,	rSPL2 roots	have	a	higher	number	of	observed	early	stages	(I	and	II)	and	a	




Performing	whole-root	 staging	 a	 continuous	 pericycle	 swelling	was	 observed	 in	 resistant	
but	 also	 sensitive	 SPL2	 and	 SPL13	 (Figure	 3-11).	 This	 is	 defined	 as	 a	 swelling	 of	 the	
pericycle	 in	more	 and	 longer	 cells	 than	 normally	 associated	with	 the	 first	 stage	 of	 lateral	
root	 primordia	 development.	 While	 it	 has	 already	 been	 described	 that	 up	 to	 10	 radially	
SPL2 SPL13


































































*	 *	 *	 *	













Figure	 3-13.	 GUS	 staining	 of	 s	 and	 r	 SPL2	 and	 SPL13.	 Seedlings	were	GUS	stained	and	cleared.	For	 rSPLs,	
pictures	depict	 (left	 to	 right)	 lateral	 root	primordia	 stages	without	 staining	and	with	 the	 first	observable	GUS	
staining.	sSPLs	present	no	staining.	Scale	bar:	50	μm.	
In	 both	 SPLs,	 GUS	 signal	 was	 not	 present	 during	 the	 first	 stages	 of	 LR	 development,	
appearing	only	at	stage	IV	or	V	in	rSPL2	and	after	lateral	root	emergency	in	rSPL13.	sSPLs	






















On	 the	 other	 hand,	miR390	 shows	 a	 clear	 pattern:	 it	 slightly	 decreases	 upon	 NPA	 and	 it	
strongly	 increases	 after	 auxin	 induction,	 with	 higher	 levels	 measured	 after	 24h	 IAA	
compared	to	6	h	IAA	treatment.	Particularly	troubling	is	the	inconsistence	between	qPCR	an	
NB.	 However,	 the	 use	 of	 only	 one	 biological	 replicate	 in	 each	 experiment	 might	 be	 the	
simplest	explanation.	Therefore,	it	would	be	important	to	repeat	qPCR	and	NB	with	at	least	
three	 biological	 replicates,	 using	 only	 simple	 conditions,	 to	 reach	 a	 much-needed	
consistency;	 as	 controls,	 a	wider	 range	of	mutants	or	overexpressors	 for	miR156	 (mature	
and	precursors)	should	also	be	introduced.	Understanding	the	auxin	response	of	miR156	is	
also	very	important	in	light	of	the	discrepancies	in	the	literature:	according	to	(Marin	et	al.,	
2010),	 miR156	 decreases	 upon	 IAA	 treatment,	 while,	 according	 to	 (Yu	 et	 al.,	 2015),	 its	
precursors	 increase.	 Interestingly,	 in	 (Marin	 et	 al.,	 2010)	 mature	 miR156	 levels	 were	
measured	by	NB,	while	in	(Yu et	al.,	2015) miR156	precursors	were	measured	by	qPCR. In	
this	thesis,	however,	a	correlation	between	precursors	and	mature	miR156	levels	could	not	
be	shown	(Figure	3-1).	









2	(Figure	3-2)	 qPCR	 -	 24h	DMSO	 -0.15	 -0.60	








1	(Figure	3-1)	 qPCR	 24h	NPA	 0h	IAA	 -0.33	 1.95	
2	(Figure	3-2)	 NB	 -	 24h	DMSO	 0.46	 1.63	
2	(Figure	3-2)	 qPCR	 -	 24h	DMSO	 1.24	 2.85	
5	(Figure	3-4)	 qPCR	 -	 24h	DMSO	 0.18	 2.09	
6	(Figure	3-5)	 qPCR	 -	 0h	IAA	 -	 1.04	
2	(Figure	3-2)	 NB	 24h	DMSO	 24h	DMSO	 0.24	 1.75	
2	(Figure	3-2)	 qPCR	 24h	DMSO	 24h	DMSO	 0.72	 2.72	
2	(Figure	3-2)	 NB	 24h	NPA	 24h	DMSO	 0.34	 1.58	
2	(Figure	3-2)	 qPCR	 24h	NPA	 24h	DMSO	 0.32	 2.42	
3	(Figure	3-3)	 qPCR	 24h	NPA	 48h	NPA	 -0.27	 0.89	





are	 altered	 due	 to	 the	 previously	 discussed	 inconsistences	 in	 miR156	 measurements.	
Furthermore,	 data	 obtained	 from	 spl10	 mutants	will	 not	 be	 considered,	 because	 in	 those	
mutants	SPL10	 expression	 levels	did	not	differ	 from	Col-0	 (Figure	3-3).	 SPLs	are	 target	of	














been	 described	 by	 (Yu	 et	 al.,	 2015).	 It	 is	 interesting	 to	 notice	 that,	 when	 lateral	 root	
Genotype	 Experiment	 Pre-treatment	 Treatment	 miR156	 miR390	
mir390a-2	










3	(Figure	3-4)	 -	 0.14	 -3.85	
TAS3Aox	 1	(Figure	3-3)	 24h	NPA	 24h	NPA	 1.07	 -0.44	
24h	IAA	 0.33	 -0.26	
spl10	
3	(Figure	3-4)	 -	 24h	DMSO	 -0.49	 0.10	
2	(Figure	3-3)	 24h	NPA	 24h	NPA	 -0.87	 -0.69	
3	(Figure	3-4)	 -	 2.05	 -	
2	(Figure	3-3)	 24h	NPA	 24h	IAA	 1.18	 1.12	
3	(Figure	3-4)	 -	 -0.89	 0.81	
spl9	spl15	
3	(Figure	3-4)	 -	 24h	DMSO	 -0.83	 -0.02	
2	(Figure	3-3)	 24h	NPA	 24h	NPA	 -0.52	 0.25	
3	(Figure	3-4)	 -	 -0.84	 -1.59	
2	(Figure	3-3)	 24h	NPA	 24h	IAA	 1.03	 0.30	
3	(Figure	3-4)	 -	 0.36	 0.08	
5xMIR156A	
3	(Figure	3-4)	 -	 24h	DMSO	 1.30	 -2.97	
3	(Figure	3-4)	 -	 24h	NPA	 5.19	 -0.10	





primordia	 stages	 were	 measured,	 only	 rSPL2	 showed	 more	 early	 stages	 and	 that	 the	
respective	sPLS	(sSPL2	and	sSPL13)	displayed	an	intermediate	phenotype	(Figure	3-8).	This	
result	 could	be	explained	 considering	 that	 each	 sSPLs	 bear	 an	extra	pair	of	 the	 respective	
SPLs,	becoming	 in	 theory	overexpressors.	This	 interpretation	 is	supported	by	 the	 fact	 that	
both	 sensitive	 and	 resistant	SPL2	 and	SPL13	 have	a	 continuous	pericycle	 swelling	 (Figure	






In	 conclusion,	 while	 an	 interaction	 between	 the	 tasiARFs	 and	 the	miR156/SPLs	 pathway	
could	 not	 be	 proven,	 investigating	 further	 the	 role	 of	 a	 central	 pathway	 like	 the	
miR156/SPLs	in	roots	would	be	of	great	interest.	It	would	also	be	interesting	to	look	at	the	









ISH(Dastidar	 et	 al.,	 2016)	 and	 GUS	 staining	 (this	 study)	 of	 Arabidopsis	 embryos	 show	
miR390	presence	and	MIR390A	 expression,	 respectively,	pointing	 to	a	possible	 role	of	 the	
tasiARFs	pathway	in	embryo	development.	Also,	the	tasiARFs	pathway	has	been	implicated	
in	 the	 control	 of	MMC	numbers(Su	et	al.,	 2017):	 tasiARFs	 controls	 non-cell	 autonomously	
ARF3	to	prevent	excessive	MMC	formation,	restricting	its	expression	to	the	medio	domain	of	
ovule	 primordia.	 Furthermore,	 because	 1)	 a	MIR390A	 promoter	 deletion	 study	 (Dastidar,	
2015)	 in	 the	 primary	 root	 found	 an	 ARF5/MONOPTEROS	 (MP)-specific	 auxin-response	
element	required	for	MIR390A	expression	in	PR,	and	2)	the	MP-BODENLOS	(BDL)	module	is	
critical	for	hypophysis	specification,	the	tasiARFs	pathway	could	also	play	a	role	in	primary	
root	 initiation.	 Therefore,	 in	 this	 section,	 a	 role	 of	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 in	 embryo	
development	is	sought.	
4.2 The	components	of	the	tasiARFs	pathway	are	expressed	in	embryo	
To	 check	 if	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 plays	 a	 role	 in	 embryo	 development,	 the	 first	 step	 has	
been	to	check	if	its	components	are	expressed	in	the	embryo.	Embryos	of	plants	containing	














MIR390A	 and	mARF3	 are	 expressed	 in	 the	 embryo	during	 all	 developmental	 stages,	while	
TAS3A	is	expressed	in	the	chalazal	domain.	No	GUS	staining	for	ARF3	was	observed.	
Altogether,	 these	 results	 suggest	 that	 elements	 of	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 are	 expressed
during	embryo	development and	actively	repress the	expression	of	ARF3
4.3 tasiARFs	mutants	have	less	seeds	per	silique	and	more	aborted	seeds	
The	next	 step	was	 to	 check	 if	 tasiARFs	mutants	have	embryo	development	phenotypes.	 If	

































































































































































































































































4.5 In	 tas3a-1,	 rdr6,	 and	 arf2-6,	 mature	 seeds	 cluster	 in	 the	 top	 part	 of	 the	 silique	 while	
unfertilized	seed	cluster	in	the	bottom	part	of	the	silique.	
In	tas3a-1,	rdr6,	and	arf2-6,	an	additional	phenotype	was	observed:	mature	seeds	cluster	in	








Expression	profiles,	 reduced	 fertility,	 and	higher	abortion	rate	 sustain	 the	hypothesis	 that	

















silique	 divided	 by	 silique	 length),	 all	 of	 them	 show	 no	 difference	 compared	 to	 Col-0	
pollinated	 by	 Col-0	 when	 using	 mutants	 as	 male.	 On	 the	 other	 hand,	 when	 the	 tasiARFs	























































































































































































































































































































































Figure	4-7.	Aniline	blue	 staining	of	 pollen	 tube	 in	arf2-6	mutants.	Yellow	arrow	point	 to	the	pollen	tube.	
Scale	bar:	200	μm.	Images	were	stitched	using	the	Pairwise	Stitching	function	of	Fiji	Stitching	plugin(Preibisch	et	
al.,	2009).	




To	 check	 if	 the	 putative	 auxin	 responsive	 element	 (ARE,	 around	532	bp	 before	ATG	 start	
codon)	 in	 MIR390A	 promoter,	 controlling	 MIR390A	 expression	 in	 the	 primary	 root	 tip,	
controls	its	expression	also	in	the	embryo,	gynoecia	and	embryos	of	several	MIR390A:GUS-








bp	before	ATG	start	codon	 ARE	present	 GUS	signal	in	PR	 GUS	signal	in	LR	
575	 +	 +	 +	
555	 +	 +	 +	
575	 -	 -	 +	
519	 -	 -	 +	
94	 -	 -	 -	
	
	













The	 evidences	 obtained	 from	 the	 experiments	 performed	 to	 test	 a	 possible	 role	 of	 the	
tasiARFs	pathway	in	embryo	development	point	to	a	novel	function	of	this	pathway.	
The	main	elements	of	the	tasiARFs	pathway	are	expressed	in	the	embryo	(Figure	4-1),	and,	
although	 a	 colocalization	 of	 the	 3	 components	 (MIR390A,	 TAS3A,	 ARF3)	 in	 the	 embryo	
would	have	been	ideal,	these	results	are	still	promising,	especially	considering	that	miR390	
can	 act	 non-cell	 autonomously(Marin	 et	 al.,	 2010)	 and	 that	 ARF3	 seems	 to	 be	 degraded	
(ARF3:ARF3-GUS	vs.	ARF3:mARF3-GUS).	
The	 importance	 of	 this	 pathway	 in	 embryo	 development	 was	 confirmed	 by	 fact	 that	
tasiARFs	mutants	 have	 less	 seeds	 per	 silique	 and	 have	more	 aborted	 seeds	 (Figure	 4-2),	
while	 the	 phenotype	 of	 the	 aborted	 seeds	 suggests	 defects	 in	 endosperm	 development	
(Figure	4-3).	A	quantification	of	 this	 phenotype	 is	 however	necessary	 to	draw	more	 solid	
conclusion.	Reciprocal	crosses	between	Col-0	and	the	tasiARFs	mutants,	(Figure	4-5,	Figure	
4-6)	and	aniline	blue	staining	of	their	pollen	tubes	(Figure	4-7)	do	not	provide	evidences	for	
a	 paternal	 role	 in	 fertility,	 but	 they	 further	 confirm	 a	 maternal	 role	 for	 this	 pathway.	
However,	a	direct	link	between	the	tasiARFs	function(s)	in	embryo	development	and	in	the	
control	 of	 seed	number	 cannot	be	 established,	 because	 an	 increase	 in	 aborted	 seed	and	a	
decrease	 in	 seed	 number	 are	 two	 phenotypes	 not	 always	 present	 in	 the	 same	 genotype	
(Figure	4-2,	 confront	 upper	 and	 lower	panel);	 furthermore,	 it	 has	 been	previously	 shown	
that	mutants	 in	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	have	 defects	 in	 the	 floral	 organs	 and	 reduced	 seed	
number,	showing	a	silique	phenotype	similar	to	the	one	shown	in	Figure	4-6B	(Fahlgren	et	
al.,	2006b).	
Therefore,	 a	 more	 comprehensive	 description	 of	 the	 embryo	 (and	 the	 endosperm)	
development	 in	 single	 or	multiple	 tasiARFs	mutants	 or	 overexpressor,	 for	 example	by	4D	
microscopy,	 would	 be	 necessary	 to	 pinpoint	 the	 associated	 developmental	 defects	 (for	 a	
review	about	 live	cell	 analysis	of	plant	 reproduction	see	 (Kurihara	et	al.,	 2013),	 and	more	
specifically	for	live	cell	imaging	of	Arabidopsis	early	embryogenesis	see	(Gooh	et	al.,	2015)).	
Finding	 the	 auxin	 responsive	 elements	 (AREs)	 targeted	 by	 ARF2,	 ARF3,	 and	 ARF4	 in	 the	
embryo,	for	example	by	Chip-seq,	would	help	find	the	downstream	genes	controlled	by	the	
tasiARFs	 pathway.	 This,	 like	 MONOPTEROS	 (ARF5)	 binding	 to	 DORNROSCHEN	 ARE	
(controlling	 cell	 patterning	 in	 embryo)	 (Cole	et	al.,	 2009)	or	 to	TARGET	OF	MP	5	 (TMO5)	





improve	 our	 understanding	 of	 auxin	 signaling	 in	 embryo.	 Furthermore,	 auxin	 has	 been	
recently	showed	to	regulate	endosperm	cellularization	(Figueiredo	et	al.,	2017),	providing	a	
link	between	the	tasiARFs	pathway	and	endosperm	development.			
Regarding	 the	 putative	 auxin	 responsive	 element	 controlling	MIR390A	 expression	 in	 the	
primary	root	tip,	a	575	bp	MIR390A	promoter	is	likely	to	short	to	drive	the	expression	in	the	
embryo	 (Figure	 4-8),	 so	 no	 conclusion	 can	 be	 made	 about	 this	 ARE	 role	 in	 MIR390A	




The	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 controls	 several	 developmental	 processes	 in	 Arabidopsis	 (among	
which	 lateral	 root	development)	and	other	species,	and	 is	highly	conserved	 in	 land	plants	
(Xia	et	al.,	2017).	miR390,	 the	miRNA	 involved	 in	 the	generation	of	 the	 tasiARFs	has	been	
previously	 (Dastidar,	 2015;	Dastidar	 et	al.,	 2016),	 and	 in	 this	 thesis,	 shown	 to	 be	 present	
also	 in	 the	primary	root	 tip	and	 in	 the	embryo.	The	efforts	 to	unravel	how	 it	 is	controlled	
and	which	function(s)	it	has	in	the	primary	root,	as	well	as	its	role	in	embryo	development	
and	 if	 it	 interacts	 with	 the	 miR156/SPLs	 pathway	 (also	 controlling	 lateral	 root	
development)	were	only	partially	successful.	No	primary	root	phenotype	could	be	observed	
in	mir390a-2,	and	no	gene	controlling	its	expression	in	the	primary	root	tip	could	be	clearly	
identified,	 although	 GRG	 is	 still	 a	 plausible	 candidate.	 The	 lack	 of	 a	 reliable	 detection	 of	
miR156	hindered	the	attempt	to	test	a	possible	interaction	of	this	miRNA	with	the	tasiARFs	
pathway	 in	 lateral	 root	 development.	 However,	 in	 embryo,	 the	 expression	 pattern	 and	
activity	of	 the	 tasiARFs	components,	and	a	phenotype	 in	 their	mutants,	 suggest	a	possible	
role	for	this	pathway	in	embryo	development.	
Much	remains	to	be	done:	obtaining	a	more	reliable	reporter	for	MIR390A	and	achieving	a	
consistency	 in	miR156	measurements	are	 two	 fundamental	 tools	 for	 further	experiments;	
following	in	time	embryo	and	endosperm	development	in	tasiARFs	mutants	is	necessary	to	
unravel	 the	 function	 of	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway	 in	 seed	 development;	 and	 testing	 these	
mutants	in	less	artificial	conditions	might	finally	provide	a	role	for	this	pathway	in	primary	
root	development.	
Considering	 the	 numerous	 biological	 functions	 associated	 with	 the	 tasiARFs	 pathway,	 its	
function	as	a	model	system	to	study	tasiRNAs	and	auxin	network	robustness	and	sensitivity,	

















































Wisconsin	 DsLox	 T-DNA	 insertion	

















































































EMS	 mutant;	 14bp	 deletion	 in	 the	 7th	















































































































































respectively)	have	been	 received	and	described	by	 Scott	Poethig	 (M.	Xu	et	al.,	 2016);	35S:MIM156	
(miR156	 target	 mimicry)	 has	 been	 received	 from	 Scott	 Poethig	 and	 described	 by	 Franco-Zorrilla	
(Franco-Zorrilla	et	al.,	2007);	35S:5xMIR156A	has	been	received	and	described	by	Niu	Yu	(Yu	et	al.,	




















In	 the	 received	 plasmids	 from	Mouli	 G.	 Dastidar,	 constructs	 were	 inserted	 in	 Not	 I	 site	 of	 binary	
vector	pMLBart,	a	derivative	of	pART27	containing	the	BAR	gene	(Gleave,	1992).	
2.1.3 amiRNAs	
amiRNAs	 constructs	 were	 prepared	 according	 to	 the	 protocol	 by	 Rebecca	 Schwab,	 MPI	 for	









































Diagnostic	 digest	 was	 performed	 using	 and	 according	 to	 FastDigest	 Restriction	 Enzymes	 (Thermo	
Scientific).	
2.3.3 cDNA	preparation	





Northern	 blot	 was	 performed	 according	 to	 (Marin	 et	 al.,	 2010).	 5	 μg	 RNA	 were	 separated	 in	 a	
denaturing	 15%	 Acrylamide	 (19:1)	 7M	 Urea	 gel,	 blotted	 and	 cross-linked	 with	 1-Ethyl-3-[3-
dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide	 hydrochloride	 (EDC).	 Probes	 were	 labeled	 using	 T4	
polynucleotide	kinase	and	32P- γATP and RNA was hybridized overnight at 50°C. After 1day exposition, 









For	 testing	amiRNAs	activity	 in	N.	benthamiana,	 young	 leaves	of	5-week	old	plants	were	 infiltrated	
with	 a	 suspension	 of	 A.	 tumefaciens	 carrying	 the	 constructs	 of	 interest	 according	 to	 a	 modified	
version	of	(Batoko	et	al.,	2000).	Agrobacteria	were	grown	overnight	at	28°C	in	LB	medium	plus	the	
appropriate	antibiotics.	After	centrifugation,	the	pellet	was	re-suspended	in	water	to	reach	an	OD	of	
0.8.	 A	 mix	 of	 equal	 volume	 of	 amiRNA,	 target-GFP,	 and	 control-RFP	 was	 infiltrated.	 After	 3	 days,	
transformed	 leaves	disks	were	 snap-frozen,	 grinded,	 and	proteins	were	extracted	adding	300	μl	 of	


















































































































































































A	 3-5	ml	 LB	 pre-culture	 of	A.	 tumefaciens	 carrying	 the	 constructs	 of	 interest	 was	 grown	 at	 28°	 C	


































Clearing	 of	 embryos	with	 chloral	 hydrate	was	 performed	 according	 to	 the	protocol	written	 by	Dr.	








Zeiss	 Axio	 Imager	 M1	 with	 an	 AxioCamHR3_552	 and	 Plan-Apochromat	 20x/0.8	 M27	 or	 EC	 Plan-
Neofluar	40x/0.75	M27	objectives	was	used.		
2.7.3 DIC	microscopy	
Zeiss	 Axio	 Imager	 M1	 with	 an	 AxioCamHR3_552	 and	 Plan-Apochromat	 20x/0.8	 M27	 or	 EC	 Plan-
Neofluar	40x/0.75	M27	objectives	was	used.		
2.8 Statistical	analysis	
p-values	were	 extracted	 from	 t	 tests	 running	ANOVA	as	Linear	Regression	Analysis,	 using	Col-0	 as	
reference,	 with	 the	 following	 significance	 codes:	 ***:	 p-value	 <0.001;	 **:	 p-value<0.01;	 	 *:	 p-




Charts	 and	 statistical	 analysis	 were	 performed	 using	 R	 (R	 Core	 Team	 (2016).	 R:	 A	 language	 and	
















The	 lab	 database	 was	 created	 and	 has	 been	 managed	 using	 FileMaker	 Pro	 (URL	
http://www.filemaker.com/).	
Microsoft	Office	



























P-0015	 GCACCCTGTTCTTCTTACCG semi-qPCR	 for	 At3g18780;	
ACTIN2	
P-0016	 AACCCTCGTAGATTGGCACA semi-qPCR	 for	 At3g18780;	
ACTIN2	
P-0017	 TAACGTGGCCAAAATGATGC qPCR	 for	 AT1G13320;	 PP2A	
subunit	PD	


























P-1365	 AACAGGTCTCTTGTTACCCAAGATTAGCTTCAGATTCA Cloning	 of	 GRG	 2.1kb	
promoter	
P-1336	 CCGAGCCAGTAGTCGTCTATG 














Genotyping	 of	 GRG	 GABI-KAT	
T-DNA	 insertion	 line	
(GABI_839D07);	GK	o8409	
P-1420	 TGATAATTTCGACGTGAAGGG Genotyping	 of	 BOG	 SAIL	 T-
DNA	insertion	(SAIL_97_B11)	
P-1421	 TGTTTGTTCCACTTCAGGGAC Genotyping	 of	 BOG	 SAIL	 T-
DNA	insertion	(SAIL_97_B11)	
P-0120	 TAGCATCTGAATTTCATAACCAATCTCGATACAC 







P-1185	 AACAGGTCTCAGGCTCAACAATGTCGCGCGTTCTCACTTGCCCAC Cloning	 of	GRG	 CDS	 +	 introns	
minus	stop	codon	
P-1186	 AACAGGTCTCTCTGAGAACGGGACAGTATAAGGTAAAGAA Cloning	 of	GRG	 CDS	 +	 introns	
minus	stop	codon	
P-1425	 AACAGGTCTCAGGCTCAACAATGTCACGATATTTCACATCCCC Cloning	 of	 BOG	 CDS	 minus	
stop	codon	






















































































































































































P-1518	 AACAGGTCTCAACCTGTGGCCAAACTCTTGATCGT	 Cloning	 of	 MIR390A	 2kb	
promoter	




P-1166	 TAAACTATGCGGCCGCATATCGGAGACTCGGACCGA Cloning	 of	 2.1	 kb	 gGRG	 (146	
bp	terminator)	
P-1167	 TAAACTATGCGGCCGCCGCACTAGCAGTACGAAGGT Cloning	 of	 4.5	 kb	 gGRG	 (146	
bp	terminator)	




P-1181	 AACATGATCTTCTTCTTGAATGTCT	 Sequencing	 of	GRG	 to	 identify	
P5-40	mutation	
P-1092	 GCGCACCGGATAGAGAAGAA	
Amplification	 of	 GRG	 to	
identify	 P5-40	 mutation	 by	
Eco130I	digestion	
P-1093	 GCGACTTTGCAACTGTAGTGG	
Amplification	 of	 GRG	 to	
identify	 P5-40	 mutation	 by	
Eco130I	digestion	
P-1313	 GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACGTGCTC Stem	 loop	 primer	 for	miR156	
RT	
P-1317	 GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACGGCGCT Stem	 loop	 primer	 for	miR390	
RT	
P-1546	 GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACATGCAG Stem	 loop	 primer	 for	miR172	
RT	
P-1314	 GCGGCGGTGACAGAAGAGAGT Forward	 qPCR	 primer	 for	
miR156	
P-1318	 GAAGAGAAGCTCAGGAGGGAT Forward	 qPCR	 primer	 for	
miR390	
P-1551	 GCGGGAGAATCTTGATGATG Forward	 qPCR	 primer	 for	
miR172	
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